Fine needle aspiration cytology of medullary carcinoma of the thyroid with a focus on rare variants: a review of 78 cases.
The cytological features of variants of medullary carcinoma of the thyroid (MCT) are sparsely documented in the literature from case reports. Detailed cytomorphological analysis of MCT variants and features helping to distinguish them from usual MCT are presented here. A total of 78 aspirates with a diagnosis of MCT over a period of 10 years were re-evaluated. Cytomorphological details were reviewed and semiquantitatively analysed. Histology slides were reviewed in 36 cases. Most aspirates showed classical features of dispersed polygonal or plasmacytoid cells with areas of spindling. In 54 aspirates, a definite cytological diagnosis of medullary carcinoma was made, which in 87.1% was based on cytomorphology alone and in 12.9% was based on immunocytochemistry for calcitonin. In 30.1% of aspirates from MCT, a guarded report of tumour was given in the absence of calcitonin immunocytochemistry. Of the 78 cases, nuclear grooves were seen in 5.1%, intranuclear cytoplasmic inclusions in 28.2%, cytoplasmic granularity in 23.1% and bizarre cells with abrupt anisocytosis in 85.9%. A follicular arrangement was seen in 14.1% and was more frequent in the follicular type (one case) and mixed follicular and medullary carcinoma (one case). Melanin production was seen in aspirates from two cases. One case of the giant cell type of MCT was seen, in which background cells showed large pleomorphic nuclei and numerous bizarre tumour giant cells, prompting a differential diagnosis with anaplastic carcinoma. One example each of the small cell type, paraganglioma-like MCT and papillary MCT were seen. MCT has uniform cytological features in the majority of aspirates, including many of the histological variants. Searching for pigment in every aspirate of MCT may be rewarding. The giant cell type of MCT is rare and has to be differentiated from anaplastic carcinoma.